
Error Diagnostic Panel Demonstration 
 





Load Error_Diagnostics_V0_9C.ipf into your PIKA to get this panel:  

Go to Demonstration 





Constrained isotopes 



Is this guy really there? 

Ion fitting check! 



Yea, he’s maybe there but need to refine peak width and peakshape 



What happens when you fit too many 
ions? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
LNOX experiment where some ions in the troughs were fit.  It is pretty obvious that some things are wrong, 



Maybe it is there? But it is hard to quantify in this case. 



Either way its very small, and error is above noise, probably don’t include in PMF 



With questionable ions 
removed:CHNO,C3HN,C3H2N,C3H3N,C3H4N,C3H5N,C3H6N,C3
H8N,CH4N2O,CH3NO2,CH4NO2,CH5NO2,C4H8N,C2H3NO2,C2H
6N2O,C3H8O2,Rb,C4NO2,C7H15 
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Constant Profile, 
Component 1 
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Constant Profile, 
Component 2 
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Unknown Profiles 

Figure courtesy of Ingrid M. Ulbrich of University of Colorado Boulder 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The constant profiles for individual components are not known before hand (which is different than other receptor models).The number of of components (or factors) are ultimately determined by the scientist anlyzing the dataYou have X, trying to find G and F, So, we need an optimization function Q, in which you minimize. Notes from meeting with Sally:  100 m/z’s and time series for each m/z “group”: m/z’s that vary in a similar way  this is called a factorResidual: if its zero (remaingn of fit)  then this is a GOOD FIT!Residual = MS – FactorsWant to minimize the residual. 



Quality of Fit 

• eij is the element of the residual matrix for each data point 
• σij is the element of the estimated error for each data point 
 

 
Goal is to minimize Q,   

but it’s not the only diagnostic! 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Quality of Fit Parameter Q (objective function)minimize the sum of the square of the scaled residuals (scaled by the error at each point). Choose an arbitrary number of factors.  Minimize Q, then look at g and f to make your conclusions about the factors. eij is the element of the residual matrix, which are the points not fit by the model for each experiment data point.The goal is to mizimize Q, but its not the only diagnostic! I say this because PMF produces non unique solutions.Theoretically, you could make the residual matrix zero, but expeirmentally this does not always work out. So you need to minized the residual matrix. This is a normalized way to do this.But even if you minimze Q you can get multiple solutions…     



Start out analyzing errors from most 
abundant ions 



Use this graph to help you determine which ions you may consider removing from 
PMF (ie small signal ions that are not quantified well).  



Dodecane Low NOx Chamber SOA Experiment PMF Results 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For chamber SOA, temporal variation is now dependent upon the OH exposure in the chamber and the  time scales of aerosol partitioning of different gas phase products into the aerosol from the parent hydrocarbon. The major mass spectral differences should reflect these different products. 



Positive Matrix Factorization: Dodecane Low NOx Factor Profiles 

• Factors are expected to be very similar since they are born from the same 
parent hydrocarbon (as apposed to distinct sources in the atmosphere) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are the factor mass spectra profiels for the dodecan system, they are very similar, so to point out differences, I have plotted them against each other. 



Positive Matrix Factorization: Dodecane Low NOx Factor Profiles 

Carboxylic acid tracer 

Nonacid oxygenate tracer More reduced ion at m/z 44 

Reduced 
ions 

Oxidized 
ions 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The factor profiles



Factors on Van Krevlen Diagram 

• Make sure your ions in PIKA and PMF are the same to compare on VK Diagram! 
• Use EA light ipf to calculate O:C and H:C for PMF Factors 



Positive Matrix Factorization: Comparison with Q-CIMS gas phase data 

Gas Phase Mechanism 
Yee et al. in Prep 

hv 



AMS and MOVI-CIMS Aerosol Data PMF Comparison 



The End 
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